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Who is Stand
for Health
Freedom?
S T A N D F O R H E A L T H F R E E D O M . C O M

Created in 2019.

National grassroots advocacy organization

with a single-issue focus on health freedom

through informed consent, parental rights,

religious freedom, privacy, and free speech.

Nationwide: 650,000 advocate voting bloc.



Public health arm of the United Nations
Formed in 1946 with post-WWII global reorganizations
LNHO was its predecessor.
U.S. joined by joint resolution in 1948, reserving the right to withdraw.
Initially the WHO was limited to only 6 illnesses, now any potential
pandemic pathogen.
194 member states. The only countries that are not part of the WHO are
Taiwan and Lichtenstein.
Divided into 6 regional bureaus
Funding is about 80% from private entities. 
U.S. assessment is average $116M annually, and we traditionally
voluntarily give an additional 2X+. 

What is the WHO?



Taxpayer dollars given to the WHO 
Note: This does not

include payments to the
World Bank

(Pandemic Fund), CDC,
USAID, DOD, USDA, and
more that fund global

health.

Member states voted on
20% increase in

assessment fees in 2023. 





WHO regional offices

Blue = Regional Office for Africa (AFRO), with headquarters in Brazzaville, Republic of Congo.
Green = Regional Office for Europe (EURO), with headquarters in Copenhagen, Denmark.
Purple = Regional Office for South East Asia (SEARO), with headquarters in New Delhi, India. North Korea is served by SEARO.
Yellow = Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean (EMRO), with headquarters in Cairo, Egypt.
Orange = Regional Office for Western Pacific (WPRO), with headquarters in Manila, Philippines.
Pink = Regional Office for the Americas (AMRO), with headquarters in Washington, DC, United States of America. It is better
known as the Pan American Health Organization, or PAHO.
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2020 COVID.
2021 European Council announced plans for pandemic treaty.
2022 World Health Assembly (voting body of the WHO) created
Intergovernmental Negotiating Body (INB) to draft the treaty.
2022 U.S. proposed 13 amendments to existing IHR, creating a confusing
situation where TWO documents are being negotiated simultaneously.

Most proposals were tabled.
One change was “adopted,” speeding up the timeline for future
changes.

2023 U.N. adopted High Level Agreement on PPPR, to give “political will”
to the WHO activities.

What’s been going on in global health?



PDF on
SHF
website
https://standforhealthfreedom.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/How-we-got-here-2.pdf

https://standforhealthfreedom.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/How-we-got-here-2.pdf


Does not exist yet.
Requires 2/3
majority of WHA to
pass.
U.S. Senate 2/3
approval.
Can address “all
matters within the
competence of
WHO”.
(Constitution Art.
2)

<
IHR REGULATIONS PANDEMIC TREATY 

Already exists.
U.S. precedent of adoption
and amendment without
senate advice & consent.
Requires simple majority
of WHA to pass.
Five enumerated
categories:
quarantine/sanitary regs;
nomenclatures; diagnostic
standards; standards for
safety/purity/potency of
pharma products in
international commerce;
advertising & labeling.
(Constitution Art. 21)



Pathogen sharing1.
Global 1986 Act / PREP Act2.
More PHEICs - intermediate & regional3.
Lower threshold for unilateral PHEIC declaration4.
New Conference of the Parties (COP)5.
Calls for censorship of mis- and disinformation6.
“One Health” brings everything under the umbrella of public health7.
“Equity” is another way to say transfer of wealth8.
Calls for increased health and personal information sharing9.
A blank check for enforcement10.
Calls on members to change domestic law.11.

Top 11 most troubling provisions
from negotiations



What does this mean for Americans?



Timeline
To
Treaties



Everything passes1.
IHR amendments + Placeholder treaty2.
IHR amendments adopted, treaty paused3.
IHR amendments incorporate treaty4.
One or both delayed5.
Nothing passes6.

What could happen at WHA 77?



We need our lawmakers to understand that the IHR needs
advice and consent of the Senate.

Over 300 proposed amendments, simplified into blank checks.1.
Will change our relationship with, and obligations to, other countries.2.
Intent is to change many “mays” to “shalls” making options obligations3.
Calls for changes to domestic laws.4.

The IHR is a treaty too



IHR amendments update
The proposed bureau’s text of the IHR amendments is more sparse than one would anticipate based on the submission of

over 300 amendments and the culmination of 14 months of work to compile them. But the changes are still significant.  

A new “pandemic emergency” term is defined, which broadens the scope of the IHR to pandemics that
haven’t happened but are deemed “likely.” Is the potential pathogen “likely to” spread, overwhelm health
systems, cause “social and/or economic and/or political disruption,” and require rapid response?  This is the
veiled increase of the “PHEIC” from one single declaration to the ability to declare an emergency for a “likely”
threat. 

A new IHR Compliance Committee would be created, “with a view to assisting States Parties to comply with
their obligations and strengthen core capacities.” It is not spelled out how that will happen, nor have any limits
have been placed on the committee. 

There are increased financial contributions, commitments, and promises called for throughout the
document, especially to “assist” developing countries. Shockingly, China claims the status of a developing
country. Equitable access to “health products” is a featured amendment throughout the document, meaning
poor (“developing”) countries want more resources from rich countries – and they want that promise in writing. 

A new National IHR Authority, which would be responsible for making sure the IHR is implemented in the
country. We already have a “National Focal Point” to communicate directly with the WHO about IHR
implementation.

A new definition for a “product dossier” is added for health products submitted for marketing authorization
on the global stage for “prequalification or emergency use listing.” This sounds eerily like a global Emergency
Use Authorization. 



What happened to “Nothing is agreed, until everything is
agreed”? 

Some are referring to the new treaty draft as a “placeholder” 
Countries agree to be bound to something even though the
details aren’t worked out yet. It’s a blind agreement. 

Many of the contested details have been removed, and instead
there are promises that the blanks will be filled in after the
treaty is adopted. 

Pandemic Agreement April 22, 2024



Sovereignty at issue - we change our own laws

WHO DG Tedros continues to say the WHO will not take over state sovereignty 
but we see this language in the IHR proposal: 

“WHO shall collaborate with, and assist, States Parties, upon request, to the fullest extent possible
in...strengthening domestic legislative and administrative arrangements for the implementation of

these Regulations.” (Bolded language is new).  

And in the treaty:

“Each Party shall, in accordance with its national context, protect human, animal and plant
health...by...implementing and regularly reviewing national policies and strategies that reflect a One

Health approach...”

Being a part of this agreement means changing U.S. law to be in line with WHO decisions that will come
in the future, and be binding through these documents.

There will be a new IHR Compliance Committee & Conference of the Parties to "facilitate and oversee”
compliance with WHO dictates.  



Pandemic Agreement Push

“You can’t chicken out now.
You‘ve said it already. 

You’ve already agreed!” 

-Precious Matsoso, Co-Chair, opening remarks,
pandemic treaty meeting #9



Summary of blank checks found in this latest draft:
Article 5.4: We want people = animals = environment, but we’ll tell you what
that means later and coordinate it with a treaty that looks one way right now,
but will look very different later. 
Article 6.5: We’re going to check in regularly on how well you’re following our
new rules under the watchful eye of a new around-the-clock global health
governing body, once they form and set up their rules. 
Article 12.6: We want everyone to share pathogens with each other, as well as
the monetary or other gains from them, but we know we can’t get everyone on
the same page with this. So rather than sink the treaty ship, we’ll promise to
figure it out after we agree on doing it regardless of what it looks like. 
Article 13.2: We’re going to let the new global health governance body take over
on deciding who has access to pandemic products through our new Global
Supply Chain and Logistics Network. 

Pandemic Agreement April 22, 2024



Summary of blank checks found in this latest draft:
Article 13.6: We want to remove liability from manufacturers and distributors of
vaccines and pandemic products at a global level, but we won’t put it in the
treaty directly; it can be amended later. 
Article 20.4: The new global health governance body will seek out promises for
more funding from countries and organizations, and we’ll let them determine
how to set that up. 
Article 21: We’re establishing a global health governance body completely
separate from the World Health Assembly that can be in force all the time,
and will decide on how it will govern itself, and how it will make sure countries
are complying with the treaty. It can create additional subordinate bodies and
dictate finances at will.  
Article 31: That independent global health governing body will be able to
change the pandemic treaty and decide on the procedure for doing so 

Pandemic Agreement April 22, 2024



Developing countries and socialist countries
want more “equity”.

1.

U.N. giving “political will” through it’s
Declaration on PPPR.

2.

U.S. released update to its Global Health
Security Strategy after last INB meeting.

3.

 Major news outlets are starting to report on
disharmony among members.

4.

Arguments that both the 2022 and 2024 votes
are invalid.

5.

Rejections and reservations from various
countries or leaders.

6.

Japan protest April 13, 2024.7.

The process is falling apart



The 2022 AND 2024 votes are illegal
2022 Amendments: Improper vote

Passed by consensus in plenary session,
no evidence of WHA vote.

2024 Amendments & Treaty: Late
Neither submitted 4 months before the

WHA that starts May 27, 2024.



2024 votes are illegal



What does that mean for states?
State lawmakers think this isn’t a state issue, and instead it belongs to the
Biden administration.

This is a total abdication of States’ rights and the health and welfare power
reserved by the Constitution.

Treaties can override state law
Changes in federal laws and regulations affect states

Federal grants with strings attached



The
invisible
hand of the
WHO in the
States



The invisible hand of the WHO in the States



The invisible hand of the WHO in the States



States with bills and resolutions
against the WHO

2024 Session:
23 actions
in 15 states
(As of 4/25/24)



States with bills and resolutions against the WHO
Highlights as of 4/16/2024

Utah passed the Utah Constitutional Sovereignty Act in January 2024.
Kentucky saw their state Senate pass resolution SR218, opposing U.S.
participation in the WHO
Louisiana’s bill to limit WHO jurisdiction in the state passed the Senate
unanimously.
Tennessee’s resolution directing their state federal lawmakers & the
White House to defund and exit the WHO passed the House. 
Even though sessions are nearing close, there are still bills and
resolutions being filed, setting the stage for next year’s sessions and
growing the movement. (The last was TN 4/11/2024.)



The less-is-more approach is powerful.1.
Do not include the CDC. Focus only on the WHO or global entities. The WHO is unelected,
unaccountable, and outside America. Many bills are including sovereignty assertions against
the CDC as well. While it is true that CDC doesn’t have authority (unless a state explicitly
gives it), a bill is more likely to meet resistance when an American agency is included.

2.

Don’t rely on the 10th Amendment. Some states are hooking the 10th Amendment of our
U.S. Bill of Rights to their sovereignty assertions, but that doesn’t go far enough. The 10th
Amendment will protect a state’s rights in public health against the federal government, but
it doesn’t prevent the state itself from adopting WHO policies with the force of law.

3.

Limiting the language in the bill to the treaty alone does not incorporate the already
existing International Health Regulations, which are already binding on the U.S., and
amendments are being proposed to turn options into obligations.

4.

Some states have added a private right to sue if globalist mandates are imposed after the
bill is passed.

5.

Some observations from the filed bills



Other ways the agenda is
already being implemented

WHO BioHub system / PABS
Pandemic Fund at World Bank
WHO Hub for Pandemic and Epidemic Intelligence, Berlin Germany
Global Initiative on Digital Health (GIDH - pronounced “guide”)
International Pathogen Surveillance Network
WHA resolution to adopt Resolution on strengthening diagnostics capacity
Increased evaluation of country compliance with IHR





Action Steps
Shore up your personal sovereignty and prepare
for the next round. We don’t know what will
happen at WHA 77, nor the upcoming elections.

Support HR 79: Who Withdraw Act.1.
Be like Collier County, FL.2.
Watch out for School-based Health Centers.3.
Never stop talking about this.4.
Do not comply.5.



Only 30% of Americans vote in the primaries. This is our secret weapon as it’s an
easier time to get good lawmakers in office.

1.

We know many are disenfranchised with elections, but we have proof we can
still make a difference at the state and local level if we show up this year:

2.

Louisiana held its elections in 2023 and we showed up BIG, we saw 48 health
freedom candidates get into office, along with a new freedom Governor.

a.

Their 2024 legislative session saw 23 good health freedom bills get filed, by
over 12 different legislators (thats unheard of numbers) and none of this
would have been possible without the policymakers getting elected. Your
vote still matters.

b.

Another big way we can stop the WHO is by
participating in the election process.



What does noncompliance look like?

Say no to mandates.
Opt out of facial recognition. 
Ditch your REAL ID.
Become self sufficient.
Build your community.
Refuse to stay silent.



For more info, go to standforhealthfreedom.com’s home page and click here!



Thank you!
advocates@standforhealthfreedom.com


